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Window Seat
EDITED BY LEAH

A.

VAN BELLE

WITH REVIEWS BY LEAH

A.

VAN BELLE AND LINDA

M. PAVO NETTI

n the first day of the children's literature class that I teach, I ask my students to take out a sheet of paper
and brainstorm a list of children's books that they think every child should read or have read to him or
her-books that they would want to have for their own classrooms, books that they may have also loved
as children. After giving my students several silent minutes to gather their thoughts, I ask them to share the
titles of some books that made it to their lists. And as we talk about these books, the class discussion grows
quite animated with students calling out that they also have a particular book or how much they love that
book or how they remember the way a favorite teacher made different voices for the characters. We take some
time to share our memories of and excitement for wonderful stories, and then I ask them to put a check mark
next to every book on their lists that features an African American character.

O

"Does anyone have a check mark on their list?" I ask. A few hands go up, and I invite students to share the
titles they checked. Many seem surprised, perhaps noticing for the first time that the books they would read to
their students are all stories with either animals or Caucasian children as characters. Next, I ask my students
to put a dot next to any books on their lists that feature Hispanic children, an X next to books with Native
American characters, a star next to books with characters who are Asian. Lastly, they circle any books that
feature characters of ethnicities or races other than those we've already looked for. Here the class discussion
gets really interesting because, semester after semester, there is a paucity of check marks, dots, X's, stars,
and circled titles. Titles that feature only Caucasian characters or anthropomorphized animals remain on
their lists.
I ask my students, who are largely White, but also African American, Asian American, Hispanic, and Middle
Eastern American, possible reasons for this dearth of multicultural titles on their lists. They have some good
hypotheses: maybe the lists simply reflect the kind of books that their parents and teachers read to them;
maybe there didn't used to be as many children's books with non-Caucasian characters; or, in the case of books
with African American characters, maybe they only read, or had read to them, books with African American
characters during Black History Month. I think the latter two hypotheses may be spot-on. Indeed, the quantity and quality of books featuring multicultural characters have exploded in recent years, and awards like the
Coretta Scott King* (CSK) Book Awards (for books that reflect the African American experience and positive
social change) and the Pura Belpre Award* (for books that reflect the Latino experience) are relative newcomers when compared to long-standing awards like the Caldecott Medal and the Newbery Award.
My students' hypothesis that perhaps books featuring African American characters are slotted for Black History Month seems, in my experiences as a classroom teacher and a university field instructor, to often be true.
Like clockwork, February sees school and public libraries display biographies of important African Americans

*Note: The Coretta Scott King Book Awards and the Pura Belpre Awards are administered by the
American Library Association; for information regarding the awards and winners, see:
http://www. ala. org/ ala/emiert/corettascottkingbookaward/corettascott.htm
http://www.ala.org/ ala/alsc/ a wards scholarship s/literaryawds/belpremedal/belprmedal.htm
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and historical fiction about the African American experience, with emphasis on books dealing with slavery
and the civil rights movement. Displaying these books, reading them aloud to children, and encouraging
children to read them are important because all children, regardless of ethnicity or race, should understand
that African American history is American history, and that this history has tremendous weight and impact
on the lives of Americans today and in the future.
But .... Yes, there is a "but." Actually a few. But what about months other than February? What about books
that don't fit into genres of historical fiction or biography? What about contemporary realistic fiction books
featuring African Americans? What about books that feature other minorities? And-something I think
about often-what about books in which the characters are minorities, but the problem driving the story
isn't focused on issues or conflicts related to race or ethnicity? What would those books be called-"kids being
kids"? How can we, as teachers, media specialists, and those who work in schools with novice teachers, engage
children in quality literature that reflects and represents the rich diversity and underlying common threads of
the human experience?

All children, regardless of their race or ethnicity can benefit from diversity in quality children's literature.
In fact, the Michigan English Language Arts Grade Level Content Expectations for grades K-8 (Michigan
Department of Education, 2006) specifically emphasizes the importance of multicultural literature and
diversity under the narrative text strand for each grade level. For example, R.NT.01.01 states that students
at the first-grade level will "recognize how various cultures and our common heritage are represented in
classic, multicultural, and contemporary literature that is recognized for quality and literary merit" (p. 17),
and R.NT.04.01 states that fourth-grade students will "describe the shared human experience depicted in
classic, multicultural, and contemporary literature recognized for quality and literary merit" (p. 43). We can
see a clearly stated expectation that Michigan's school children will be exposed to and engaged in reading and
analyzing quality multicultural children's literature. How fortunate for teachers and children that a wealth of
wonderful multicultural literature is increasingly being published, and that awards have been established to
recognize excellence in this body of literature!
My hope for our children is that, when asked to talk about their favorite books, their eyes will light up, their
voices will become animated, and they will talk of books in which the characters they love are as diverse as
America is today, as diverse as the bright and shining faces that will walk into our classrooms at the beginning of the school year. My hope for my university students is that, as the years go by, their lists will be filled
with more check marks, dots, X's, stars, and circled titles because they will have been exposed to and engaged
with more multicultural literature in their own school days, and, thus will have a broader body of literature
from which to draw when reading to and with children in their own classrooms.

In the reviews that follow, you will find wonderful new books that represent children of diverse ethnicities,
religions, and nationalities. These books emphasize our human commonalities across cultures and "Kids being
kids," featuring minority characters for whom the problem driving the story is not the color of their skin. You
will find authors and illustrators who understand that as unique as each child is, all children share something
profoundly important-childhood, in all its joys, sorrows, imagination, and hope. (LvB)

Multicultural Picture Storybooks, Traditional Literature,
Informational Books, and Poetry
Adler, David A. (2007). Satchel Paige: Don't Look Back. (Terry Widener, Ill.). New York: Harcourt. Unpaged.
ISBN: 978-0-15-205585-1 (Hardcover). $16.00.
Satchel Paige's story is more than the story of one of the greatest baseball pitchers of all time; it is the story
of perseverance and determination. From his impoverished early life as one of 11 children in rural Alabama,
to his success in the Negro Baseball Leagues, to fighting racist constraints on ballplayers, to playing with the
Cleveland Indians and being the first African American to pitch in a World Series game, Paige can inspire all
of us. Adler and Widener also collaborated on the Orbis Pictus Honor book, America's Champion Swimmer:
Gertrude Ederle (Gulliver Books, 2000) and the ALA Notable Children's Book, Lou Gehrig: The Luckiest Man
(Voyager Books, 2001). (LvB)
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Bae, Hyun-Joo. (2007, first American edition). New Clothes for New Year's Day. La Jolla, CA: Kane/Miller.
Unpaged. ISBN: 978-1-933-605-29-6 (Hardcover). $15.95.
New Year's Day is a time for fresh beginnings to everything, and in South Korea, for paying special visits to
friends and neighbors. One little girl is delighted to awake and discover the beautiful traditional Korean clothes
that Mother made her for the occasion. The reader or listener share the little girl's delight in the lovely clothes
with decorations that have traditional significance. Information about the Korean New Year's Day celebrations
and clothing is found at the back of the book. This book was originally published in South Korea. (LvB)
Brooks, Gwendolyn. (1956/2007). Bronzeville Boys and Girls. (Faith Ringgold, Ill.). New York: Amistad.
Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-06-029505-9 (Hardcover). $16.99.
First published in 1956, this collection of poems by Pulitzer Prize winner Gwendolyn Brooks is a timeless celebration of the everyday lives of children living in Chicago's Bronzeville neighborhood. In this newly illustrated
edition, Brooks's marvelous poetry is paired with the folk art of Faith Ringgold, winner of both the Coretta Scott
King Award and the Caldecott Award. The poems and delightful illustrations speak to the experiences of urban
children, African American children, and children everywhere. Brooks's poetry exhibits a palpable understanding of what is magical and important to children: a secret hiding place under the dining room table; having a
tea party on a sunny afternoon; playing in the freshly fallen snow; wanting to run like the wind, but being told
that it isn't ladylike; and mourning the death of Skipper, the beloved goldfish. Perhaps the greatest beauty in
this collection is that Brooks isn't afraid to explore the things that can bring a cloud of sadness to children's
lives. In "John, Who is Poor," she calls upon children to consider with sympathy the effects ofloss, poverty, and
hunger on a child's life, and to be moved to acts of compassion when they see
these things in the world around them. These are poems that celebrate life as a
child-the small triumphs, the sad hours, the power of hope and caring. (LvB)
Buchmann, Stephen, & Cohn, Diana. (2007). The Bee Tree. (Paul Mirocha,
Ill.). El Paso, TX: Cinco Puntos Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-93831798-2 (Hardcover). $17.95.
Nizam and his family live near a rainforest preserve in Malaysia, and the tualang trees of that forest have been at the center of an important clan tradition,
the honey hunt, for as far back as anyone can remember. Nizam's grandfather,
Pak Teh, calls upon the young man to continue the tradition. Nizam wants to
make Pak Teh proud, but worries about whether he is brave enough to climb 120
feet into the rainforest canopy at night and trick the angry giant bees out of their
honey. Will Pak Teh's retelling of the traditional story of the bees help Nizam
find his courage? The Bee Tree is not just a story about Malaysian traditions, it is
the story of growing up, standing up to fear, and finding one's place in the family
and community. The book also includes extensive information about Malaysia
~~\ hy Stephen Buchmann and Diana
and its peoples, the rainforest, the giant honeybees of Asia, traditional honey
-~
illustrated hy Paul ;\\irocha
gathering, and rainforest preservation. Photographs and journal sketches from
the authors and illustrator accompany this end matter. (LvB)
Chaconas, Dori. (2007). Virginnie's Hat. (Holly Meade, Ill.). Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press. Unpaged.
ISBN: 978-0-7636-2397-5 (Hardcover). $16.99.
Virginnie's fetching new wide-brimmed hat is meant to protect her from the sun, but a sudden gust of wind
lifts the hat high into the branches of a sycamore tree in the swamp. Virginnie, determined to rescue her hat,
throws up her red boot, which only gets stuck in the branches and leaves her tender little toes exposed. Look
out! Swampy critters take a yearning for those little girl toes! "Crawdaddy craw inching along with a snap of
his clap." "Snickery snake slickers along with a hunger-ly ache." "Sway gator, sway, comin' this way, cursed
with a hunger that's ruinin' his day!" (n.p.). Luckily for Virginnie, her exuberant whoops and hollers in her
attempts to free the hat and boot are so loud that the critters are frightened away before Mama comes to take
her home. Holly Meade won a Caldecott Honor for her illustrations in Hush! A Thai Lullaby by Minfong Ho
(Orchard Books, 1996). (LvB)
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Diakite, Baba W. (2007). Mee-An and the Magic Serpent. Toronto, ON: Groundwood Books. Unpaged. ISBN:
0-88899-719-1 (Hardcover). $16.95.
Baba W ague Diakite shares a traditional folktale from Mali, a story of enchantment that was first passed
down to him from his grandmother. This magical story explores the human foibles of vanity and arrogance, for
Mee-An will accept as her husband only a man who is as flawless in his beauty as she believes she is in hers.
Luckily, Mee-An's younger sister, Assa, is not so shallow or vain. In order to protect Mee-An, Assa decides to
use her wisdom and magical powers to uncover the mysterious secret about Mee-An's seemingly perfect husband. Told with playful humor, the story is made even more delightful by Diakite's distinctive glazed ceramic
tile paintings, bringing the traditional villages of native Mali to life. Diakite's illustrations for The Hunterman
and the Crocodile (Scholastic, 1997), another retelling of a tale from Mali, earned him a Coretta Scott King
honor award. (LvB)
Dillon, Leo & Dillon, Diane. (2007). Jazz on a Saturday Night. New York: The Blue Sky Press. Unpaged.
ISBN: 978-0-590-47893-9 (Hardcover). $16.99.
Jazz invites readers and listeners to a dream concert where jazz legends like Miles Davis, Charlie Parker,
John Coltrane, Thelonius Monk, and Ella Fitzgerald bebop, scat, and jam together on-stage. The sparse text's
rhythm and rhyme make us feel a part of the lively audience, experiencing the energy and electricity in the
room: "Jazz is mine! Come along, won't be long, play my song. Fills my soul-makes me whole-jazz is mine!
I belong ... " (n.p.). The illustrations are, in a word, sublime, the colors, shadows, and movement intensifying
the feelings expressed in the story. The book begins with a brief overview of jazz, ends with biographical text
for each of the musicians, and includes a CD recording of the Dillons introducing jazz, the instruments, and an
original jazz composition. The Dillons, a husband and wife team, have received nearly every prestigious award
in the field of children's literature, including the Coretta Scott King Award
and the Caldecott Medal. (LvB)
Gershator, Phillis. (2007). Sky Sweeper. (Holly Meade, Ill). New York:
Farrar, Straus and Giroux. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-374-37007-7 (Hardcover).
$16.00.
As a young boy, Takeboki finds work as the temple Flower Keeper, sweeping
the paths of the Japanese garden clean of fallen cherry blossoms and leaves.
But this is considered to be child's work, and as Takeboki grows older, his
family encourages him to find more suitable grown-up work-work that
will pay more money. Takeboki will not leave his beloved garden because he
delights in knowing that he makes the garden a beautiful and serene retreat
for the monks. Takeboki knows that he is rich beyond words because the
charms of the garden and a job well done are riches greater than gold to him.
(LvB)

Gilchrist, Jan S. (2007). My America. (Ashley Bryan & Jan S. Gilchrist, Ills.).
New York: HarperCollins. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-06-079105-6 (Hardcover).
$17.89.
Ashley Bryan and Jan Spivey Gilchrist have nine Coretta Scott King Honors
and Awards between them, so it's no surprise that these masters of children's
literature have created such a beautifully written and illustrated poem and book. "Have you seen my people?
We hail from every shore. Have you seen my homeland? Have you seen my country? Have you seen my AMERICA?" Vibrant illustrations present rich landscapes, from powerful oceans to bustling cities and peaceful
countryside, birds exploding in flight across a sun-soaked sky, an ocean teeming with creatures of the water
in a multitude of colors and designs, multicultural children in modern dress as well as in traditional clothing.
The book celebrates diversity in people and the natural world, reminding us that we are all American. (LvB)
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Grimes, Nikki. (2007). When Gorilla Goes Walking. (Shane Evans, Ill.). New York: Scholastic/Orchard Books.
Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-439-31770-2 (Hard cover). $16.99.
A cat named Gorilla immediately engages my imagination-as I speculate on his gotta-be larger-than-life
personality. And this book more than fulfills its title's promise. "Chase" offers great examples for teaching
strong verbs: "Run to the kitchen,/ skate 'cross the floor. I Sail by the window,/ leap through the door" (n.p.).
Dive, circle, scoot, creep, race, and catch complete Gorilla's moves as she chases a fly. Shane Evan's Alkyd-oils
electrify Gorilla's (and Cecilia's) antics. (LMP)
Harrington, Janice N. (2007). The Chicken-Chasing Queen of Lamar County. (Shelly Jackson, Ill.). New
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-374-31251-0 (Hardcover). $16.00.
Sometimes a heroine comes along who is so full of life, so spirited and live-out-loud fun, you can't help but
fall in love with her! Meet the Chicken-Chasing Queen of Lamar County who, despite Big Mama's admonishments to leave the chickens alone, can't help but make it her mission in life
to catch Miss Hen. The Queen is one smart little girl, and she puts those
smarts to good use scheming up mischievous ways to capture Miss Hen.
Inspired by Big Mama, who says, ''You can do anything you put your mind
to-if you want it bad enough" (n.p.)-although Big Mama was not talking
about catching chickens!-the Queen finally discovers the way to catch Miss
Hen. But the tricky thing in life is that things sometimes surprise us, and
we sometimes surprise ourselves. The Queen can't believe it herself when
an unexpected and delightful discovery makes her stop her chicken-chasing
ways. (LvB)
Hest, Amy. (2004/2007). Mr. George Baker. (Jon J. Muth, Ill.). Cambridge,
MA: Candlewick Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-7636-3308-8 (Paperback). $6.99.
Harry is in quiet awe of his amazing friend, Mr. George Baker-one hundred
years old, once a famous jazz drummer, and now waiting on the front porch
with Harry for the yellow school bus that will take them to school so that they
can learn to read. "'We can do it,' says George ... Our books are green, and his JM ICE HARJUNGTO
lips sound out the letters. Real slow. But his fingers fly across his knees. Like
a big old drum. Tappidy-boom Tappidy-boom. Tappidy-boom-boom-tap" (n.p.).
George may
struggle a bit with reading, but he is a talented musician. The book explores adult illiteracy in a gentle way
that maintains respect for the quiet pride of Mr. George Baker and his importance in the lives of those who
love him. The tender watercolor illustrations by Jon Muth are the perfect match for this sweet story. Muth is
the Caldecott Honor-winning illustrator and author of Zen Shorts (Scholastic, 2005). (LvB)
pi_cr

Isadora, Rachel. (2007). Yo, Jo! New York: Harcourt. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-15-205783-1 (Hardcover). $16.00.
Franklin has been instructed by his mother to watch his little brother, Jomar, until dinnertime, and this
means hanging out on the front stoop and greeting the neighbors. This is one of those neighborhoods where
everyone knows everyone else, and people take pause in their busy days to simply enjoy each other's company,
even if for just a moment. Everyone has a special way of saying a friendly hello (''Yo, bro!," "Hey! Whassup!,"
even a little "Woof, dawg!" to a four-legged neighbor) and goodbye ("Gotta bounce" and "Catch you later!").
But when Grandpa gets home and gets a ''Yo! Chillin'!," he wants to hear "I love you" in a different way.
Isadora's painted paper collage illustrations burst with an energy and movement that capture Jomar's delight
in making new friends and connecting with old ones. Isadora won a Caldecott Honor award for Ben's Trumpet
(Greenwillow, 1979). (LvB)
Johnson, Angela. (2007). Lily Brown's Paintings. (E.B. Lewis, Ill.). New York: Orchard Books. Unpaged.
ISBN: 978-0-439-78225-8 (Hardcover). $16.99.
Lily Brown is an artist; there's no doubt about that. When she paints, the world around her is transformed
into dancing stars and trees that wear hats. In her masterpieces, striped and polka-dotted fruit talk with
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people and sing all the way home from the market. Lily has a special talent for making the everyday seem
magical, but what is most special to her is her family and the life that they share together. Little things about
the people she loves are what she thinks about when she puts her paint and brushes away at night: "Her
mama's smile, her daddy's eyes, and the way her baby brother holds her hand before he goes to sleep. It's their
world again, and it's wondrous" (n.p.). Angela Johnson's gentle and sweet story is made even more wonderful by E.B. White's watercolor paintings, which move from his signature impressionistic style to a child-like
naivete as Lily takes over the brush. Johnson and White have nine Coretta Scott King (CSK) awards and
honors between them, and White is also a recipient of the Caldecott Honor award. (LvB)

Johnson, Angela. (2007). Wind Flyers. (Loren Long, Ill.). New York: Simon & Schuster. Unpaged. ISBN: 9780-689-84879-7 (Hardcover). $16.99.
When Great-Great Uncle was 5 years old, he jumped off the
chicken coop in the hopes of being able to fly. When he was
7, he jumped off the barn into a haystack to try to feel what
it would be like to take flight. When he was 11, he had a
thrilling ride in the single-engine plane of a barnstormer, and
knew in his heart that flying is "what heaven must be" (n.p.).
His dreams of flying led him to eventually become a Tuskegee
Airman, a wind flyer for the U.S. Army Air Force. This book
relates the remembrances of a gentle man who followed his
dreams and now shares his memories to inspire the next
generation. The book ends with a short note about the history
of the Tuskegee Airmen. (LvB)
Kwon, Yoon-duck. (2007, first American edition). My Cat
Copies Me. La Jolla, CA: Kane/Miller. Unpaged. ISBN: 9781-933605-26-5 (Hardcover). $15.95.
This book captures young children's tender and playful affinity for animals. A young Korean girl's best friend
is her calico cat, a cat that copies everything she does, whether it's making tunnels of newspaper and crawling
through or helping with folding the laundry. But what is it like to see the world from her cat's perspective,
she wonders. Now it's her turn to see in the dark, crawl stealthily, stretch, and not be afraid of anything. This
book was originally published in South Korea. (LvB)
Levine, Ellen. (2007). Henry's Freedom Box. (Kadir Nelson, Ill.). New York: Scholastic Press. 40 pp. ISBN:
978-0-439-77733-9 (Hard cover). $16.99.
Henry Brown was born into slavery, torn from his mother as a young teen, then given to his master's son who
worked him hard in his tobacco factory. Henry married another slave, fathered several children, and lived
a tolerable, albeit uncertain life, until his wife and children were sold to other masters. With the help of a
sympathetic abolitionist and a fellow slave, Henry escaped to Philadelphia-mailed in a wooden crate. His
hazardous 27-hour journey ended in freedom on the day he henceforth called his birthday-March 30, 1849.
In a style that approximates his Caldecott Honor and Coretta Scott King Award-winning Moses: When Harriet
Tubman Led Her People to Freedom (Weatherford, 2006, Hyperion/Jump at the Sun), Kadir Nelson accentuates the physical, mental, and emotional anguish associated with slavery. (LMP)
Lofthouse, Liz. (2007). Ziba Came on a Boat. (Robert Ingpen, Ill.). La Jolla, CA: Kane/Miller. Unpaged.
ISBN: 978-1-933605-52-4 (Hardcover). $15.95.
Inspired by a true story, this book explores how children who are refugees of war might be affected by leaving
behind all that is familiar and dear to them. Ziba and her family leave behind war-torn Afghanistan when
they travel across the wide, deep ocean on an old fishing boat, but as she crosses the endless sea, Ziba also
thinks about all the wonderful things she has left behind and will miss fiercely. Will she ever again feel the
chill of the mountain air on her cheek and hear the sweet sound of her sheep grazing? Will she ever again
smell the rich spices of a Hazara evening meal, prepared with her aunties? Ziba is afraid, but in her dreams
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she sees that "Smiling faces welcomed her to a new land. Here she could live without fear. Here she would be
free to learn and laugh, and dance again" (n.p.). Her mother has one word for it "Azadi": freedom. This book
tackles a tough issue with sensitivity and reassurance, with much of the emotion conveyed by Robert Ingpen's
gentle paintings. For the body of his work, Ingpen was awarded the Hans Christian Andersen Medal, an
international award considered to be one of the highest honors in children's literature. (LvB)

Marcus, Leonard S. (2007). Pass It Down: Five Picture Book Families Make Their Mark. New York: Walker
& Co. 56 pp. ISBN: 978-0-8027-9600-4 (Hardcover). $19.95.
Photos, sketches, book illustrations, and skillful interviewing place readers in the middle of these talented
families' lives. The five families are: Donald Crews and Ann Jonas with their daughter Nina; Clement and
Edith Thacher Hurd and their son Thather Hurd; Walter Dean and Christopher Myers; Jerry and Brian
Pinkney; Harlow and Anne Rockwell with their daughter Lizzy. This is a great nonfiction for aspiring artists
as well as an informative author study resource with extensive suggestions for reading about art. Bibliographies, index, and a glossary of terms complete the text. (LMP)
Monroe, Jean G., & Williamson, Ray A. (1987/2007). They Dance in the Sky: Native American Star Myths.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 127 pp. ISBN: 978-0-618-80912-7 (Paperback). $8.95.
As humans, we have a gift and need for narrative. Since the dawn of human existence, the role of the storyteller has been a revered one-to enchant, to inspire, to comfort, to help listeners explore the world and their
own lives in it. This collection of Native American star myths, first published 2 decades ago, speaks to our
human fascination with the glittering patterns draped across the darkened sky. The myths in this collection
are filled with energy, delight in mischief and trickery, and reverence for the natural world. The myths are
more than pourquoi stories; they explore the rich complexities of human nature, our weaknesses and our finest qualities alike. The length of the myths, typically no more than a few pages with illustrations, would make
them wonderful read alouds for upper elementary students, as well as inspiration for students' own readers'
theatre and storytelling activities. The book is supported by a glossary of Native American words, a bibliography of suggested further readings, and an extensive index. Each chapter begins with brief informational text
about the tribes from which the myths originated. (LvB)
Pinkney, Jerry. (2007). Little Red Riding Hood. New York: Little, Brown. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-316-013550 (Hardcover). $16.99.
The cover illustration of Jerry Pinkney's retelling of Little Red Riding
Hood signals a major shift in this traditional tale, one that occurs from an
illustrator's perspective. Set against landscape radiant with downy snow
and evergreens, holly bushes afire with clusters of berries, and a pair of
flittering cardinals, the young girl's crimson cape not only seems more
natural but perfectly suited to the winterscape. The tale remains faithful
in most of the major elements except for the logical substitution of kindling to make Grandmama a warm fire, raisin muffins, and hot chicken
soup. Altogether, quite exquisite and logical modifications. (LMP)
Sheth, Kashmira. (2007). My Dadima Wears a Sari. (Yoshiko Jaeggi,
Ill.). Atlanta, GA: Peachtree. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-1-56145-392-4
(Hardcover). $16.95.
Rupa and Neha ask their dadima, grandmother, why she always wears
a sari instead of pants with shirts like their mother wears. Dadima
opens her closet to show the girls her beautiful sari collection and tells
them the stories behind her first sari, the sari she wore on the plane
from India to America, and the sari embroidered with gold that she wore on her wedding. Dadima and the
girls imagine all the fun things they can do with the pallu, untucked end of the sari. A pallu can make a pouch
to collect seashells, an umbrella for an unexpected sprinkle of rain, or serve as a hiding place from your sister.
Rupa and Dadima even have a secret code-if Rupa ties a little knot in the end of the pallu, it means she's
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reminding Dadima to give her a hug. The book ends with step-by-step directions and photographs showing
how a sari is wrapped. (LvB)

Smith, Lois T. (2007). Carrie and Carl Play. Cambridge, MA: Candlewick Press. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-76361690-8 (Paperback). $5.99.
Despite the diversity of children's own families, the publication of picture storybooks that feature biracial
families is not frequent. Carrie and Carl are two biracial children who enjoy a silly play day at home with
Mommy and Daddy-building with blocks, playing hide-and-seek, making believe with a painted kitten mask.
The book is structured around interactive questions that invite the young reader or listener to lift the page
flaps to find the answers. The book is a wonderful addition to any early childhood and kindergarten classroom,
celebrating the simple joys of a closely-knit family . (LvB)
Weatherford, Carole Boston. (2007). Birmingham, 1963. Honesdale, PA: Wordsong. 40 pp. ISBN: 978-159078-440-2 (Hardcover). $17.95.
Heart-wrenching. There is simply no better way to describe Birmingham, 1963. Told in poems and historic
photographs, it is the story of a girl whose 10th birthday happens to be the same day as the horrific bombing
of the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church in Birmingham, Alabama. The book's power is, in large part, due to
the haunting juxtaposition of childhood innocence with hatred in the world beyond. For example, on a page
containing a single image of a vintage, satin Barbie doll jacket and its miniature toy hanger, the accompanying text reads,"The day I turned ten/ Someone tucked a bundle of dynamite/ Under the church steps, then
lit the fuse of hate" (p . 18). On the opposite page, the hooded eyes of a Ku Klux Klan member holding a rifle
bore into the viewer. Throughout the book, double-page spreads like these are hauntingly powerful. Through
this weaving together of word, images, and page layout, the book conveys the horror of the bombing and its
aftermath. Given the book's emotional intensity, however, it is best suited for readers at the middle school
level and beyond. (LvB)
Winter, Jeanette . (2007). Angelina's Island. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0374-30349-5 (Hardcover). $16.00.
New York City feels like a long way from home for Angelina, even though Mama tells her that it is their new
home. Angelina longs for all that she loves back in Jamaica, her "island in the sun." At night, she dreams of
Jamaican sunshine, warmth, ripe fruits, brightly colored birds, favorite playground games, and the excitement of dancing with her friends at Carnivale. Luckily, Mama reads in the newspaper that Brooklyn will
have its own Carnivale celebration! The costume designing, fittings, and dance rehearsals gradually win
Angelina over, and by the time parade day arrives, she feels right at home, dancing as a glittery butterfly
among her new friends. At last, New York feels like her new island home. The book concludes with an author's
note describing the Carnivale parade that takes place every Labor
Day in Brooklyn. Winter is the author and illustrator of the criticallyacclaimed September Roses (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2004), another
picture storybook set in Manhattan. (LvB)
Wong, Janet S. (2007). Twist. (Julie Paschkis, Ill.). New York:
Margaret K. McElderry Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-689-87394-2
(Hardcover). $1 7. 99.
This collection pairs poems about yoga (yes, yoga!) with lushly detailed
illustrations in order to create a book that is a treat for the mind, soul,
and eyes. The poems are brief, yet quite evocative, incorporating tremendous visual imagery and the use of surprising metaphors: "Breath is a
broom I sweeping your insides./ Smooth and slow:/ you pull scattered
bits of dream fluff/ and heart dust into neat piles" (n.p.). The illustrations show multicultural children in the yoga poses described by the
poems, the children framed by borders, with the page beyond spilling over
with vibrant and spirited renderings of the visual images that skip along
inside the minds of the young yogis. (LvB)
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Koja, Kathe. (2006). Going Under. New York: Farrar, Straus Giroux/Frances Foster Books. 120 pp. ISBN:
978-0-374-30393-8. $16.00.
Detroit-area resident Kathe Koja offers teens-and adults-another hot topic for discussion. As she proved in
her 2005 novel, Talk (Farrar, Straus Giroux, 2005), Koja does not shy away from controversy. In Going Under,
16-year-old Hilly and her 18-year-old brother, Ivan, have always been amazingly close friends. Homeschooled
and extraordinarily intelligent, they have excluded everyone-including their clueless parents-from their
lives. Pilot and co-pilot-their private portrayal of their bond. Strewn with allusions to their secret Esperantolike language and several Greek myths-Persephone, Eurydice, Narcissus-there is no happy ending, just an
enhanced understanding of self within family and maturity without narcissism. Quite a book. (LMP)
MacLean, Christine Kole. (2007). Mary Margaret Meets Her Match. New York: Penguin/Dutton Children's
Books. 148 pp. ISBN: 978-0-525-47775-4 (Hard cover). $15.99.
Nine-year-old Mary Margaret, star of Mary Margaret and the Perfect Pet Plan (2004, Dutton) and Mary Margaret, Center Stage (2006, Dutton), will appeal to most first-, second-, and third-grade girls. She's talkative
(garrulous), inquisitive (nosy), adventurous (risky), and looking for a friend. She's also sure she's the world's
best horsewoman-although she's never been astride anything that wasn't stuffed. When her mother discloses
she's organizing a party at a dude ranch, Mary Margaret is convinced this is her big chance to show the world
her equestrian talents. (LMP)
Miller, Sarah Elizabeth. (2007). Miss Spitfire: Reaching Helen Keller. New York: Simon & Schuster/Atheneum. 240 pp. ISBN: 978-1-4169-2542-2 (hard cover). $16.99.
I may be prejudiced (she was once my student), but Sarah Miller's debut novel
is the most visceral, gut-wrenching depiction of Helen Keller's early life I've ever
encountered. Told in first-person by Annie Sullivan, whose own disabilities and
appalling childhood are generally overshadowed by Helen Keller's condition, this
fictionalized version not only reveals the intelligence, but also the animalistic
behavior 6-year old Helen displayed when Annie arrived at Ivy Green in 1887.
Based on extensive primary source research, Miss Spitfire invites readers into
the maelstrom of Annie Sullivan's dependence on Helen-for someone to love and
someone to love her-and to prove that Annie was capable of teaching a deaf and
blind child to communicate. Miller lives in Macomb County and works at Halfway
Down the Stairs Children's Book Store in Rochester. (LMP)
Nitz, Kristin Wolden. (2007). Saving the Griffin. Atlanta, GA: Peachtree. 184
pp. ISBN: 978-1-561380-1 (Hardcover). $14.95.
Kate and her two brothers accompany their parents on an extended business trip
to Italy. Discounting the regular parental reminders to work on their assignments,
the stay has been a whirlwind of day trips through the Tuscan countryside. As
Kate and her younger brother, Michael, play Wiffle ball late one afternoon, they
hear a scuffling in a nearby laurel hedge. The creature they discover trembling among the leaves astounds
their already unrestrained imaginations. Ears, four legs, wings, extended lion-like tail, fur, and feathers-a
baby griffin. Southwest Michigan resident Kristin Wolden Nitz provides adventure, mystery, fantasy, and a
smattering of Italian vocabulary for middle readers. (LMP)
Parker, Marjorie Blain. (2007). Your Kind of Mommy. (Cyd Moore, Ill.). New York: Penguin/Dutton Children's Books. Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-525-46989-6 (Hardcover). $12.99.
As Mommy and her young daughter progress through their day, they equate each of their activities to ones in
nature: "If I could be an octopus,/ I'd wrap eight arms around you ... / But I'm not that kind of mommy,/ and
I know my hugs will do" (n.p.). Elephant, wallaby, timber wolf, humpback whale, buzzy bees, and shaggy dogs
appear in Moore's characteristic watercolor and colored pencil illustrations. A good bedtime read aloud for
toddlers. (LMP)
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Ransom, Jeanie Franz. (2007). What Do Parents Do? (When You're Not Home). (Cyd Moore, Ill.). Atlanta,
GA: Peachtree. 32 pp. ISBN: 978-1-56145-409-9. $16.95.
Michigan illustrator Cyd Moore has two new picture storybooks available for her fans. The text of What Do
Parents Do? (When You 're Not Home) projects the imagined activities that kids would love to engage in-if
their parents weren't home-onto their parents. A second wordless narrative follows the children's perfect day
with their grandparents. Moore's watercolor and colored pencil illustrations invite readers to scrutinize each
illustration for details that flesh out the plot. (LMP)
Schmidt, Gary D. (2007). The Wednesday Wars. New York: Clarion Books. 272 pp. ISBN: 978-0-618-72483-3
(Hardcover). $16.00.
Suburban Long Island-1967-68. Typical suburban America. Holling Hoodhood is atypical in his seventhgrade class where Wednesday afternoons find half the class at Temple Beth-El Hebrew school and the other
half at St. Adelbert's for catechism. Holling is Presbyterian. As teachers, we realize Mrs. Baker's predicament:
what to teach one student? Shakespeare is the solution. Some of the era's major issues reside at the heart of
this hilarious yet heartbreaking novel: Vietnam, politics, free love-and first love, feminism, racial prejudice,
and excessive capitalism. Seventh grade has never been so poignant. Gary Schmidt is the Newbery Honor and
Printz Honor Award-winning author of Lizzie Bright and the Buckminster Boy (Clarion, 2004). He lives with
his family in western Michigan and teaches at Calvin College. (LMP)
Tinkham, Kelly. (2007). Hair for Mama. (Amy June Bates, Ill.). New York: Dial Books for Young Readers.
Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-8037-2955-1 (Hardcover). $16.99.
Inspired by the author's struggle with cancer, this book gently and realistically depicts a family's fears,
doubts, and struggle to maintain normalcy as their mother undergoes chemotherapy. The language is spot on
as middle child, Marcus, narrates: "Mama said cancer was a disease. Some small
part inside her was growing too quickly ... and was crowding out other parts she
needed. Sounded to me like the weeds growing in Mama's flower garden ... " (n.p.).
Bates' watercolors illustrate the family's sadness and struggles in combating
cancer. Tinkham is a first-time author from Newaygo. Amy June Bates lives in
Ann Arbor. (LMP)

,

Vestergaard, Hope. (2007). I Don't Want to Clean My Room! A Mess of Poems
about Chores. (Carol Koeller, Ill.). New York: Penguin/Dutton Children's Books.
Unpaged. ISBN: 978-0-525-47776-1 (Hardcover). $16.99.
"I don't want to clean my room! / It looks fine to me. / I like my toys out on the
floor - / they're easier to see" (n.p.). Laundry, making beds, recycling, gardening,
and shoveling snow are glorified in this cheerfully illustrated book of rhymes. The
final poem, "All Done," sums up the theme: "The tub is scrubbed, / the windows
washed. / The house smells sweet and new ./ And everything looks twice as nice /
because I cleaned with you" (n.p). This is a great book to demonstrate that poems
don't have to tackle lofty topics. (LMP)
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